
CHAPTER I 

TNTRODUCTION 

I • 1 . BACKGROUND OF THE STUTW 

Literature has been found over the centuries to have 

certain kinds of value for human being. because it illumi

nates some aspects of human life and behavior. So literarv 

works may be viewed from one of these different aspects of 

life. such as the moral. religious. social. psycholoiical. or 

philosophical aspect; and each one of these aspects. may 

provide a view on human life to readers. As Graham Little 

says in Approach t.o ~ra:t.ur.e: 
,. 

underetandin~ of 
us. It embodies 

matters of httman 

"Good literature adds to our 
life in the world around 
thought and feeling on 
importance." (1966: p.2) 

So. it may be said that literature ~ives us an insight into 

the nature and condition of our existence. 

The novel, as one of the forms of literature. has 

always been thought of as the literary form which was closest 

to the raw material of life. the one most bound up with the 

society and the reality at the time it is written. This is so 

because the author of a novel had more to say about life in 

general as he saw it. He has looked long and hard at the life 
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hP. lrn>?w: in ,:-oneequence. he has arrived at an interpretation 

of it. in the form of a novel 

The novel t chose to analyse here is El Ingenioso 

Hidal.S!l Dan Quixote~ .lA Mancha., mostly known as Dmi GHix

Q.t.e. by Misuel de Cervantes Saavedra from Spain. lt ie ·Cer

vantes# most successful work and was published in two parts: 

in 1605 and 1615. It was a best seller the first year it 

appeared. and still does until today. It is also considered 

to be one of the world#e ereatest and beet-loved book and has 

heen reprinted in Spanish as well as in translation into 

other languages. In other words, llim,Quiznte is a most well

read novel than any other novels in history. 

This novel has some gualities that makes it a ereat 

novel: there is a felicity to natural happenings. realistic 

detail portrayed as if in painting, and it may be·read ae a 

social satire. philosophical tale. adventure story. parody. 

and commedy. But. in this thesis, I tend to see the novel as 

a parody. Parody here. as van Ghent states in The. English 

Noyel, ~ .and Function, means "a burlesgue imitation of 

aomethin~. showing the weaknesses or falsehood of the object 

imitated" <1953 : p. 13). 

D.on Quixote is eeen as a parody because the whole 

story tells about an old man named Alonso Quixano, who, out 

of too much readin~ books of romances of chivalry. is so com 

pletely devoted to the ideals of knight-errantry, that he 

i-mi~ates the appearance of a kni~ht. and ~elieving in these 
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1.ct~~.1~. sete out rictht in" wronQs in the real modern w,,rld. 

without realizing that it ie an impoeeible ideal. 

Since the focus of the novel is about Don QuiY.ote. I 

c:"hoose to analyse his character. Don Quixote dares to pra«~

tice the idealism of chivalry in the real world. He nra~

~i~e& the idealism by becomin~ a kniQht just like those in 

the ~ooke. The ways in which he eY.rresses his idealism ar~ 

always in reference to the booke of chivalry that he had 

read. He creates many adventures, since all the commonplace 

~hin«s in hie path are·chanQed by his ima~ination into. ob

jects of romance: an innkeeper into great lord of kniehte. a 

windmill into a ~iant enemy. a flock of sheep into an army. 

and a barber·e basin into the helmet of Mambrino. 

He makes the people involve in the adventures ~hat he 

creates out of hie faith in the ideals of chivalry. A~ ~ 

rest1l t. some of them beat or throw stones at him and somP. of 

them even play tricks on him for their own amusement. All of 

t,hem treat the Don ae a mad fool. except for his faithful 

squire, Sancho Panza. Despite the treatment that the Don 

received from the people around him and all the mess that he 

made. his faith in the ideals remains undiminiehed. Thie 

idealism really affects hie character. and his faith in the 

ideals ie the baee of all the adventures in the story. 

on thie reason. I want to emphasize on this aspect 

analyses of the Don's character. 

Based 

in the 
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' 
1.2. STATEMENT OF '11iE PROBLF.H 

from the back1Zround above. I want to state that the 

problE'm of this thesis a~~= 

What are the effects of the ideals of chivalry in Don 

Qui=-:nrl?!? 

- What does he do when he is faced with reality? 

What are the changes fouund in Don Quixote at the end of 

the novel'? 

I.3. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

- To prove that the ideals of chivalry has affected the Don'e 

·i character. especially his mind. which makes him imitate a 

knight: in appearance, deeds, and thouehte. 

To prove that he practices the ideals of chivalry in real 

world with hie own way, that is, seeing everythine in rela

tion to kni~ht-errantry. 

- To show the chan~es of Don Quixote •. from a practical ideal

ist into a realist in hie deathbed at the end of the novel. 

T.4. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

I surely hope that this thesis can enrich the 

ere' literary knowledge in general. It may eive a 

read

better · 

understandin~ and a deeper appreciation on literature. espe

cially on DQn Quixote and its author. M!g\lel de Cervant~e. eo 

/ 
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the.t the readers will have a new experience in en.1oying and 

ap~reciating the novel and other literary works. 

Thie thesis is also expected to give the readers 

another view on an aspeot of human characters and on soc-iety, 

so t,hat we can have an insip;ht about the characters of the 

people in real life. Beside that, this thesis may increase 

the readers~ knowled~e in the field of science, especially 1n 

the fields of History and Psychology. 

t.5. SCOPE AND LIMITATION 

The scope of this thesis is on the major character in 

Ik2D Quixote., that is Don Quixote himself. One remarkable 

aspect of Don Quixote~s character is his faith in the ideals 

of chivalry. So I limit the study on the character by empha

sizin~ on his faith in the idealism, since it is the basis of 

all hie deeds and thoughts. Because of this reason, I use 

psychological approach to help me in making the analyses 

clearer. This psychological approach is applied'by the use of 

psychological terminology. 

1.4. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

I reg:ard Dnn Quixote as a parody. since 

a "knieht",·not in the Middle Aees, but in a· real presents 

modern world. where the people think that knighthood is out 
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<'f it:a Proper time. Cervantes also presents ue with the 

ao~ial life in Spain at the time the novel wae written. 

Because of these reasons. I choose to use the Mimetic Theo~y 

in analysin~ this thesis. Accordin~ to M.H. Abrams in IM 

Mirrnr 4nd ~ Lamp: 

"Th~ mimetic orientation -- the explanation 
of art as essentially an imitation of aspects 
of the universe -- was probably the most 
primitive aesthetic theory. It ie the fable 
or plot 'that is the end and purpose of 
tragedy', its 'life and soul, so to sreak', 
and this because tra~edy is essentially ao 
imitation not of persons but of action and 
life ... " < 1971 : p. 10) 

Thie theory tends to describe literature in relation to 

aomethini:if outside itself. It defines literature in relation 

to life, seeine it as a.way of reproducing or recreatin~ the 

experiences of life in words. 

Besides the Mimetic Theory, I also use extrinsic 

approaches, i.e., the history of Chivalry in the Middle Aees, 

and the background of the time the novel is written. so we 

may understand the situations and the conditions of the 

people in Spain in the sixteenth century. And then. there is 

also the peychological approach to help me in analysing the 

character. The application of this approach in the analyses 

is by using psycholoeical terms only. 

I.7. METHOD OF RESEARCH 

I use the method of library research in analysing the 

topic of the thesis, that is the faith in the ideals of 

.. 
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~hi.v-9.lrv in the character of Don Quixote. Research itself 
' means "a systematic and thorouq;h investi~ation of a S'l.tb,1ect 

in order to make certain precisely what the available and 

applicable facts and theories concernin~ it are" <D.ictinnarv 

Qf L.i.t.e~ 'la.rm.a, Harry Shaw, 1972, p. 321). 

So. library research here means that.the research is 

done by finding and collecting data from books and ·other 

printed materials that deal with Literature. especially on 

Cervantes- Dgn QluxQ.te. History, and Psychology, in libraries 

wher~ they are found. 

I analyse the topic of the thesis by usin~ descrip

tive analysis method. Analysis, as Harry Shaw stated in hie 

DWionarv Q.f Literary Terms, is: 

"In literature, analysis is applied to criti
cism and evaluation which view a work of art 
as an entity, an autonomous whole. and im
plies that the meaning, eienificance, and 
artistic worth of a selection can be un
earthed by applyine careful and loP,ical 
systems of study to its individual parts and 
their ore;anization." (p. 19) 

So. the analysis of the thesis is done by describin~ the 

character of Don Quixote and hie idealism to give a detailed 

eY.amination. The description of the character is clarified 

by the use of the data found in library research. 
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1.8. DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS 

Delusion: A delusion is a false belief. held despite evi

dence to the contrary. and one which is not explicable in 

t.erms of the patient-a educational and cultural back~round. 

It is held with complete conviction and cannot be shaken bv 

arErument <p.142). 

Ideal Self: An ima~e or representation of oneself as one 

would like to be. Derived from societal values and signifj

cant others. the ideal self is composed of wished for (but 

possibly unattainable) modes of behavior, values, traits, 

aspect of pers~nal appearance, etc (p.291). 

Idealization: In ·the widest sense, this is the process of 

re~ardin~ a person as perfect. It involves overlookin~ or 

denyine attributes of the person that do not fit the ideal

ized picture. In Freudian psychoanalytic terminologY.. it 

refers to the mental process whereby objects may be construed 

as ideally ~ood. An ideal is a conception of somethin~ in its 

absolute perfection. It also refers to an honorable or worthy 

principle or aim. An idealist is one whose conduct is influ

enced by idealism. It also refers to one who is unrealistic 

and impractical (p. 291). 

Source: The EocvclopP-dic Dictionary o.f Psychology, Rom .. Harre 

and Roser Lamb, The MIT Press, Mase., USA, 1983. 
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n~eam: Essentially symbolic fulfilments of unconscious 

wiehee. CI,it.eraa Theory, An Introduction. Terry Eael~t.C1n. 

1983. 'P, 157) 

I.9. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 

In chapter I~ I first explain the back~round of the 

theeie. Don Quixote is so completely devoted to the ideals of 

knlaht-errantry. that he imitates the appearance of a kni~ht 

and. believing in these ideals, he sets out to perform hie 

duty as a knight. accordin~ to what he had read in the ro

mances of chivalry. People treat him as a mad fool. Yet he 

still believes in the ideals of chivalry. The problems I 

state in this chapter are: what the effects of the ideals of 

chivalry are in the Don"s character. what he does when he is 

faced with reality, and what the changes in his character are 

a·t the end of the novel. 

The primary objective of the thesis is to analyze the ·, 

character of Don Quixote. especially on hie faith in the 

ideals of chivalry, because this faith makes him looks like a 

mad fool in trying to. revive chivalry in real world, The 

scope of the study is on the major character. and I limit it 

by emphasizing on hie faith in the ideals of chivalry. The 

theory used to analyse the topic is the Mimetic Theory. with 

Historical and Psychological approaches also used to make the 

analyses clearer. I use library research and descriptive 
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analveee method in analveine the to~jc. 

Tn Ghapter II. I further explain about 

Theorv and the extrinsic approaches. I also 

character. and present some related studies 

the Mimetic 

depict ah.out 

on the same 

sub.1ect: Ikm Quixo.t.e. to give the readers a view on th';' 

aspects of D.Qll Qui;,,;ote. The back~round of the period the 

novel is written will be discussed separately in Chapter III. 

Analyses on the character of Don Quixote re~arding 

his faith is presented in Chapter IV. To clarify the analy

ses. I have provided some quotations from the novel and from 

History books, and some psychological terms. As a conclusion. 

which is discussed on the last chapter. I found that he is 

only an idealist who has a strong wi·ll to practice hie ideal

ism in the real world. In expreeein~ hie faith. he does it 

accordine to the books of chivalry, yet he has the noble 

virtues of a knliht. Althoufi';h in reality the society treats 

him as a mad fool, hie faith remains undiminiehed. 
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